
 

 

 

 

Pocahontas – MISSION OVERVIEW  

Pocahontas was a heroine, daughter of the Powhatan tribal King. Recently a Disney film has been made about the life of Pocahontas to teach us about her character. These missions 
take you on her journey. Is your team as brave as Pocahontas to complete the missions? 

Mission 1 
‘Family is more important, it’s everything.’ 

The English are coming! You must protect the children in the tribe by getting them to safety.  Make a sling then navigate through the forest to reach the other tribe. 

Mission 2 

‘I never dreamed about success – I worked for it!’ 

Pocahontas returned to her tribe and at a young age began undertaking ‘woman’s’ work. Whilst male Native Americans were out hunting, the girls and women maintained their 
village. They cooked, built, harvested crops, cleaned, collected fire wood and anything else necessary for the comfort and survival of their tribe. In this mission, Pocahontas has 
harvested her crops on the nearby farmland and now needs to transport it back to the village to prepare. 

Mission 3 

‘Everyone is equal, no exceptions.’ 

The arrival of English explorers in Virginia was not welcomed by all of the Native Americans. The leader of the English, Sir John Smith, very nearly lost his life to the hands of 
Pocahontas’ father! Luckily for Sir Smith, Pocahontas believed in peace and saved his life. In this mission your teams will be split into Native Americans and English Explorers – 
will the explorers be successful in saving their captured comrade? 

Mission 4 

‘It takes time to build bridges, but no time at all.’ 

Following Pocahontas’ declaration of peace, relations between the English and Pawhatan tribe improved and the Natives began providing food and resources to the English. This 
act of generosity saved the English from starvation and Sir John Smith was extremely grateful for the tribes help. During this mission, your Natives will construct a bridge strong 
enough to hold containers of crops and freshly killed livestock. Any falling crops will be a huge waste and Chief Powhatan will NOT be happy! 

Mission 5 

‘Water is life.’ 

As time passed, the English became greedy and demanded more and more crops. Sir Smith visited the tribe to ask for more food and discovered that much of their land had 
been devastated by drought. Many of the Native American’s had died from dehydration and the crops had not survived. In this mission, teams will transport fresh water from 
the English base to the tribe – it’s a race against time and vital that no more lives are lost! 

Mission 6 

‘Always have an escape plan.’  

The tribe now have water but the English are still demanding too much food and leaving the Pawhatan with too little. Chief Pawhatan and his fellow Natives decide to leave their 
land and escape the demands of the English. They must disappear into the depths of night, to avoid being seen. Will your natives avoid the English and leave their land safely? 

Mission 7 

‘Nature speaks in symbols and signs.’ 

Once again, Pocahontas ensured peace and tolerance between the English and the Pawhatan tribe. In an attempt to learn more about each other, tribal boys have left to live 
with the English and English boys are to live with the tribe. The English boys must learn how to communicate with the Pawhatan – their alphabet of symbols is tricky but without 
using it the boys could face rejection and danger. Once they become fluent in the tribal codes, they can act as translators between to two camps! 

Mission 8 

‘Greed fails even the greedy.’ 

Due to an injury, Sir Smith was sent back to hospital in England. A new leader arrived in Pawhatan to take his place. He had little interest in respecting the Pawhatan natives. His 
greed led him to kidnap Pocahontas and hold her to ransom!! During this mission, Native Americans follow a trail in an attempt to rescue their Pocahontas, will the clues along 
the way lead them to the missing girl? Will she ever return? 


